
  

Sammle die exklusiven Figuren dieser Reihe, die alle Schlüsselfiguren des berühmten Videospiels umfasst – von den Charakteren,  
die schon seit Beginn des epochalen Arcade-Spiels Street Fighter II mit dabei waren, bis zu den neuen Kämpfern, die bei den letzten 

Spielversionen für die Konsole hinzugekommen sind. Alle Figuren wurden in Zusammenarbeit mit Capcom entwickelt!

Figuren aus Figuren aus 
PVCPVC

Höhe Höhe zwischen 9 zwischen 9 und 14 cmund 14 cm

HandbemaltHandbemalt

EINE EINMALIGE FIGURENSAMMLUNG!EINE EINMALIGE FIGURENSAMMLUNG!

FIGURENSAMMLUNG

FIGURENSAMMLUNG

Das Aussehen der Figuren ist nicht verbindlich. Für Erwachsene bestimmte Produkte. Nicht geeignet für Kinder unter 14 Jahren. Der Verlag behält sich das Recht vor, die Reihenfolge der Veröffentlichung zu ändern und die Sammlung wegen zu geringer Verkaufszahlen abzubrechen.

Sollten diese Figuren nicht verfügbar sein, werden sie durch andere von gleichem oder 
höherem Wert ersetzt. Das Aussehen der Figuren ist nicht verbindlich.

Abonnenten, die per PayPal zahlen, 
erhalten exklusiv diese großformatige  

Figur von Ryu.

Höhe: 
ca. 10 cm

Ryu in der 
klassischen Pose, 

wie er sein Stirnband 
zusammenbindet, 
das zu jener Zeit 

weiß war.

In Street Fighter Alpha 
war Cammy Teil von 
Bisons Leibwache.

Ken in der bekannten 
Siegerpose und mit 
seinen berühmten 

langen Haaren,  
die er in seiner  

Jugend trug. Chun-Li im Begriff, 
einen ihrer berühmten, 
schon damals tödlichen 
Fußtritte auszuteilen.

Höhe: 
ca. 10 cm

Höhe: 
ca. 10 cm

Höhe: 
ca. 9,8 cm

Handbemalt
Handbemalt

Hochwertige 

Hochwertige Ausführung
Ausführung

DIE ULTIMATIVE SAMMLUNG  DIE ULTIMATIVE SAMMLUNG  

ZUR LEGENDÄREN VIDEOSPIEL-SAGAZUR LEGENDÄREN VIDEOSPIEL-SAGA

SAMMLE DIE FIGUREN DER STREET-FIGHTER-SAGA!SAMMLE DIE FIGUREN DER STREET-FIGHTER-SAGA!

In der vollständigen Sammlung erfährst du alles über die Videospiele sowie die 
Biografien und Techniken der unvergesslichen Kämpfer. Entdecke die Geschichte der 

Saga, die die Welt der Fighting Games geprägt hat!

ENTDECKE DIE GEHEIMNISSE DER CHARISMATISCHSTEN KÄMPFER DES VIDEOSPIELS

TECHNIKEN UND FähigkeitenTECHNIKEN UND Fähigkeiten  
Mit jedem neuen Heft der Sammlung entdeckst du 

andere Kampfstile, die in der Saga vorkommen. 
Jede Figur hat ihre Haupttechniken, vernichtende 
Kombinationen und weitere Fähigkeiten, die sie  

im Kampf unverwechselbar machen. Erlebe 
die Gefühle beim ersten Hadoken, Shoryuken, 

Hyakuretsukyaku ... Der Kampf ist eröffnet!

In the following years, Ryu 

wandered round the world 

with one goal in mind: finding 

the killer of his master, 

unaware that he was being 

trailed by M. Bison, the leader 

of Shadaloo. Ryu finally found 

Akuma, Gouken’s murderer, 

and they faced each other 

in a terrifying combat that 

finished in a draw. Meanwhile, 

Bison persevered in his aim 

to obtain the Satsui no Hado, 

the powerful and dark energy 

that Ryu kept within himself. 

But the martial arts fighter 

managed to defeat him with 

the help of his friend Ken and 

a woman named Rose, who 

had some kind of connection 

with the Shadaloo leader.

SEARCHING FOR 
INNER PEACE
With the passage of time, 

Ryu managed to accept the 

ominous force that he held 

within as a part of his being, 

allowing him to find peace 

with himself and to finally 

defeat Bison. He also re-

encountered Gouken, as his 

old master had survived the 

terrible fight with Akuma, 

thanks to the use of the most 

powerful technique in the 

benign branch of Ansatsuken: 

the Power of Nothingness. 

As the years went by, Ryu felt 

that he was blocked in his 

continuous pursuit of personal 

improvement. That changed 

when a new World Warrior 

tournament was held, now 

sponsored by a Secret Society. 

In the tournament he got to 

meet Oro, a wizened martial 

arts master who took him 

as a pupil, allowing him to 

continue to evolve. 

“The answer is in “The answer is in 
the heart of the the heart of the 
fight. I will not fight. I will not 

rest until I find it.”rest until I find it.”

Ryu Ryu 
concentrates concentrates 

in his character  in his character  
the meaning of the meaning of 

fight games. fight games. 

player
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THE SYMBOL OF A WHOLE GENRE 

Ryu is not only the undisputed star 

of the Street Fighter saga, he is also 

the icon of the fighting game genre. 

In the first Street Fighter, we met 

a red-headed Ryu who wore trainers. 

But it was in Street Fighter II that he 

acquired his definitive look, known by 

everybody, with dark hair and a red headband. Although 

most of the Street Fighter characters have changed their 

moves over time, Capcom has always kept Ryu’s techniques 

faithful to his origins. Due to a rarely seen error in the 

original arcade version of Street Fighter II, Ryu’s Hadoken 

would sometimes be flaming.

Fun FactsFun Facts

THE IMAGE OF 
A KARATE EXPERT

Ryu’s image has not 

undergone many 
changes: Karate 
kimono, belt,  
headband and gloves. Street Fighter 

Alpha

Street
Fighter VStreet 

Fighter

DATE OF BIRTH:DATE OF BIRTH: 
JULY 21ST 1964  
(AGE IN STREET  

FIGHTER II:  27 YEARS OLD)

HEIGHT:HEIGHT: 
1,75 M

WEIGHT:WEIGHT: 
68 KG

FIRST APPEARED IN: FIRST APPEARED IN:  

STREET FIGHTER (1987)
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Ryu facing his destinyRyu facing his destiny

In Street Fighter V, Ryu can unleash 
powerful Hadoken projectiles, 

especially when he enters a higher 
state of power with his Denjin Renki. 

But this is nothing compared to what he 
can do in other chapters of the Street 

Fighter saga. Indeed, his most powerful 
energy projections are on a danger 

level that’s close to Dragon Ball.
 

Ryu is an iconic character, but 
his techniques are even better 
known than he is: the Hadoken, 
the Shoryuken and the Tatsumaki 
Senpukyaku are as popular as the 
fighter himself. Throughout the 
years he has maintained his faith 
in the techniques that have made 
him the most enduring character 
in Street Fighter, but he has also 
proved that he is capable of 
improving them with dedication 
and skill. The Shin Shoryuken 
is probably his most powerful 
move, even though, when he is 
possessed by Satsui no Hado, he 
can also execute the most lethal 
attack in Ansatsuken: the Shun 
Goku Satsu.

  
Ryu is Ryu is 

an expert in an expert in 
AnsatsukenAnsatsuken, attacking , attacking 

and defending and defending 
himself from any himself from any 

distance. distance. 

skills and Techniques
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HADOKEN

SHORYUKEN, FIST UP
The Shoryuken isn’t as 

easy to execute as 
a Hadoken, but it 

is the definitive 
anti-air attack 

technique. 
And with this 

technique 
your rival ends 

up floating 
in the air, 

unprotected, 
ready for 

you to 
inflict more 

damage. 

TATSUMAKI SENPUKYAKU
The Tatsumaki, Ryu’s third 

iconic technique, allows 
the fighter to project 

forward while 
attacking repeatedly 

with his leg. It is an 
extremely useful movement both in 

attack and in dodging opponents.

HADOKEN, THE DEFINITIVE WEAPON
When performing the 
Hadoken, Ryu projects 
his energy in the form of 
a projectile. He can use this 
highly versatile attack to 
pressure enemies from any 
range. With great effort 
and a lot of training, Ryu 
has adapted this technique 
using different elements. 
This includes flames 
(Shakunetsu Hadoken) and 
electricity (Denjin Hadoken). He is still not capable of executing a Hadoken with one hand, like his master Gouken, but he can accumulate 
an enormous 
amount of 
energy in his 
projectiles. 

Main technique

The Shoryuken, 
a powerful  

uppercut 
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THE PIONEERING GAMES THAT PAVED THE WAY FOR STREET FIGHTER 
The first fightersThe first fighters

Before Street Fighter II, even 

before the very first Street 

Fighter, there were other 

games that began the journey, 

later followed by Ryu and 

company in their quest to 

become undisputed kings of 

the world of fighting games. 

These predecessors were 

pioneering games in many 

senses, particularly when it 

came to trying out new formats 

and elements. These would 

be perfected in the first Street 

Fighter, released in 1987, and 

definitively consolidated in the 

historic Street Fighter II,  

in 1991. 

The first and 

oldest forerunner 

in the world of 

fighting games 

is Heavyweight 

Champ (from 

Sega, 1976), a game 

inspired by the world 

of boxing. In fact, in 

the following years there 

were many similar fighting 

games, both for arcades and 

for domestic consoles, most 

of them based on contact 

sports like boxing or karate. 

One of the first titles that took 

the concept of the fighting 

game beyond the world of 

contact sports was Kung-

Fu Master (Irem, 1984), an 

arcade game developed by 

The legend of Street Fighter
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Takashi Nishiyama, one of 

the masterminds who would 

later be in the creative team 

responsible for the first Street 

Fighter. But Kung-Fu Master 

wasn’t exactly a regular fighting 

game; it was a side-scrolling 

action game in which you 

had to face various enemies 

simultaneously. Narrowing the 

field to just the fighting games, 

there are hits such as Karate 

Champ (Technos, 1984), which 

was designed for arcades and 

– not surprisingly – focused 

on karate. Developments in 

this game included the notion 

that the fights were divided 

into rounds and were fought 

in stages placed in different 

settings. 

The next great precursor of 

Street Fighter is undoubtedly 

Yie Ar Kung-Fu (Konami, 1985), 

a great arcade game where 

you will find most of the 

elements that Capcom would 

include two years later in 

their first production of their 

legendary fighting saga. In Yie 

Ar Kung-Fu there is a mixture of 

different martial arts, instead of 

a similar fighting style for each 

character, energy bars for each 

contestant, distinct rivals (up to 

eleven) and, in general, settings 

inspired by the classic Kung-Fu 

movies, something we would 

also later find in the Street 

Fighter franchise. 

Other later releases included 

games like Shanghai Kid 

(Culture Brain, 1985), the first 

fighting game to introduce 

the combo system; Galactic 

Warriors (Konami, 1985), the 

first fighting game in which 

a player could select from 

various characters before 

jumping into the ring; and 

Uchi Mata (Martech, 1986), 

a computer game notable for 

a control scheme that allowed 

players to perform various 

different fighting techniques. 

1987 would see the debut of the 

original Street Fighter, in what 

would prove to be the first step 

of a world-wide success story. 

The The 
1987 1987 SFSF was  was 

inspired by other inspired by other 

previous fighting previous fighting 
games. games. 

There have been many fighters in the Street Fighter saga throughout its 

many releases, but there isn’t much debate that the most iconic and long-

lasting are the characters from Street Fighter II and its later revisions. 
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In den 1990er-Jahren behandelte das Videospiel Street 
Fighter Alpha die Vorgeschichte von Street Fighter II; daher 
waren die Protagonisten jünger. Zahlreiche Charaktere aus 

dieser Geschichte wurden dann späteren Versionen der Saga 
hinzugefügt, z. B. Dan, Rose, Mika und Sakura, um nur  

ein paar zu nennen.

Der jüngste Teil der Saga, Street Fighter V, gab den klassischen 
Charakteren einen neuen Look und führte neue Kämpfer ein, 

z. B. Rashid, Necalli, Laura und F.A.N.G.

Das berühmte Videospiel Street Fighter IV enthielt sogar 
mehr als 40 Charaktere, von denen die meisten Kämpfer aus 
früheren Versionen waren. Hinzu kamen aber auch ein paar 

neue wie C. Viper, Abel, Juri, El Fuerte oder Seth.

Zusätzlich zu den klassischen Figuren aus Street Fighter II versammelt diese exklusive Original-Kollektion die 
Kämpfer aus anderen Werken der Street-Fighter-Saga, um auch die anspruchsvollsten Fans zufriedenzustellen.

Die Abenteuer von 
Ryu, seinen Freunden 
und Rivalen waren ein 
Meilenstein in der Welt 
der Videospiele und der 

Unterhaltung.

Entdecke die von Capcom 
entwickelte Saga mit 

dieser Figurensammlung 
neu – kein Fan kann auf sie 

verzichten!

Charismatische Kämpfer, 
übermächtige Feinde, 

unschlagbare Techniken 
und Kombinationen 

machen diese spannenden 
und unvergesslichen 

Videospiele aus.

Auf die Entstehung des 
Arcade-Spiels im Jahr 1987 
und die Veröffentlichung 

von Street Fighter II im 
Jahr 1991 folgten zur 

großen Freude der Spieler 
zahlreiche offizielle 

Spielversionen, mehrere 
Crossovers, Filme, Mangas 

und Fernsehserien.

EINE AUSWAHL UNGLAUBLICH SCHÖNER FIGUREN!EINE AUSWAHL UNGLAUBLICH SCHÖNER FIGUREN!

© CAPCOM U.S.A., INC. 2021 / ALLE RECHTE VORBEHALTEN

DIE CHARAKTERE  DIE CHARAKTERE    
In den ausführlichen Artikeln erfährst du 

alles Wissenswerte über die Hauptfiguren von 
Street Fighter: ihren Charakter, ihre Geschichte, 

ihre biografischen Daten, berühmte Zitate, 
bemerkenswerte Leistungen und ihre Entwicklung. 
Du lernst die ihr Geschick prägenden Verbindungen 

zu Verbündeten und Rivalen kennen.

EIN POSTER 

EIN POSTER 
IN DER MITTE 

IN DER MITTE 
JEDES HEFTS!

JEDES HEFTS!

Die Die STREET- STREET- 

FIGHTER-FIGHTER-LegendeLegende
  

Ein vollständiges Sammelwerk 

zu allen Versionen des 

Videospiels, den Adaptionen 

in anderen Formaten und zu 

den Produkten, die mit der 

Saga verbunden sind, die die 

Fighting Games revolutionierte 

und nach wie vor Generationen 

von Fans begeistert.

SICHERE DIR DIESES SICHERE DIR DIESES 

TOLLE EXTRA-GESCHENKTOLLE EXTRA-GESCHENK

Exklusiv bei PayPal ZahlungExklusiv bei PayPal Zahlung

Höhe: ca. 16 cm

Ryu is an orphan, raised and 

taught by Gouken, a legendary 

master who is the last known 

expert in Ansatsuken, an 

ancient martial art. Gouken 

became a father figure to his 

young apprentice Ryu, and 

a substitute for the father he 

never knew. Then Ryu was 

joined by Ken Masters, a young 

American fighter, as his training 

companion. An unbreakable 

friendship was forged between 

them; a bond of brotherhood 

that could overcome any test. 

A LEGEND’S FIRST STEPS 

When Ryu was 23 years old, 

and following his master’s 

advice, he signed up in a World 

Martial Arts tournament known 

as the World Warrior. This 

competition allowed him to 

face the most talented fighters 

on the planet… and beat them 

to become the champion. 

This unexpected triumph had 

tragic consequences for Ryu, 

since it made him the object 

of interest for a mysterious 

criminal organization known 

as Shadaloo. And if this wasn’t 

enough, Akuma, Gouken’s 

younger brother, ended up 

killing Gouken shortly 

before Ryu returned 

to the dojo that he 

considered home!

FORGED IN COMBAT, MARKED BY DESTINYRyu - The roaming warrior

Ryu - The roaming warrior

Ryu is a fighter whose main aim is constant personal 

improvement. He suffers the curse of holding within 

an extremely powerful and dark energy, which he 

must strive to contain: the Satsui no Hado.

AN UNBREAKABLE BROTHERHOOD

Ryu spent the first years of his life 

with only the companionship of his 

master, Gouken. That was until 

Gouken accepted another pupil 

into his dojo: Ken Masters. More 

than simply a fellow pupil, Ken 

became like a brother for 

Ryu. The bond between 

them has been tested and 

proved time and time 

again, with Ken always 

there for Ryu when he  

needs him. 

“I have  
“I have  

accepted my 
accepted my 

destiny. I am ready 

destiny. I am ready 

to face my future 

to face my future 

with determination 

with determination 

instead of  
instead of  

fear.” fear.” 
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Groß-Groß-

formatige
formatige

 Figur Figur

DAS SIND DEINE FANTASTISCHEN GESCHENKE!DAS SIND DEINE FANTASTISCHEN GESCHENKE!
Als Abonnent erhältst du diese exklusiven Skulpturen von diesen vier legendären 

Figuren der Saga, inspiriert von der Videospielserie Street Fighter Alpha.

DIE RYU-FIGURDIE RYU-FIGUR


